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Those who do survive second impact syndrome are neurologically de Ring side physician, Pacheco claimed
Muhammed Ali would not have suffered his injuries had he stopped fighting earlier than he did Gigney  Rule
changes can also happen during the game that limit use of certain techniques. However, the situation can be
easily fixed if you find a reliable and qualitative comparison essay sample. Katzowitz, J. An epidemic of
traumatic brain injuries is plaguing the sport of football, from the NFL all the way down to the youth leagues;
therefore, all players at all levels need more protection through awareness and stronger policies. As fans turn
to different sports the NFL will almost certainly feel a financial impact. Solomon, G. At one point the
interview goes as follows: [Interviewer asks] Is there any evidence, as far as youre concerned, that links
multiple head injuries among pro football players with depression? Head injuries present a major problem
since they remain asymptomatic. These findings also display how football players gamble their futures with
each time they suit up to play. Associated neurodegenerative changes results in progressive often irreversible
pathological, memory, behavioral and personality disturbances. With the increase in injuries in football
coaches are looking for better ways to try and prevent unnecessary injuries. But the NFL has just started to
tackle the serious issue of concussions and detrimental effects of possible diseases This mainstream media
spotlight on the NFL has certainly made Americas general population increasingly informed of the
neurological Kohl 8 hazards NFL players face with each game they play. Increased hits to the head lead to the
release of SB protein in the blood and thus, the elevated levels. Most of the evidence on CTE suggests that
Best should never return to an impact sport for the rest of his life. Kohl 14 Works Cited Bartholet, Jeffrey.
Some experts argue that there is no way to actually prevent a concussion from happening, other then not
playing the game of football that is. Even though the players are wearing helmets, the constant battery of the
head that takes place playing football, often leads to concussions that can impact the rest of their life


